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Global Nomads provides a unique introduction to the globalization of countercultures, a topic largely unknown in and outside academia. Anthony D’Andrea examines the social life of mobile
expatriates who live within a global circuit of countercultural practice in paradoxical paradises. Based on nomadic fieldwork across Spain and India, the study analyzes how and why these postmetropolitan subjects reject the homeland in order to shape an alternative lifestyle. They become artists, therapists, exotic traders and bohemian workers seeking to integrate labor, mobility
and spirituality within a cosmopolitan culture of expressive individualism. These countercultural formations, however, unfold under neo-liberal regimes that appropriate utopian spaces,
practices and imaginaries as commodities for tourism, entertainment and media consumption. In order to understand the paradoxical globalization of countercultures, Global Nomads develops
a dialogue between global and critical studies by introducing the concept of 'neo-nomadism' which seeks to overcome some of the shortcomings in studies of globalization. This book is an
essential aide for undergraduate, postgraduate and research students of Sociology, Anthropology of Globalization, Cultural Studies and Tourism Studies.
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
Discover these fascinating islands with the most incisive and entertaining travel guide on the market. You can take this handy, pocket-sized book out withyou anywhere, any time. Whether you
plan to bar-hop in Sant Antoni, wander Ibiza Town's medieval lanes or bask in the sun on Formentera's Platja Illetes, Pocket Rough Guide Ibiza & Formentera will show you the ideal places to
sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Perfect for short trips - compact and concise, with all the practical info you'll need for a few days' stay. Free pull-out map, as well as full-colour
maps throughout - navigate the backstreets of Ibiza Town or road-trip the sleepy northwest without needing to get online. Things not to miss - our rundown of Ibiza and Formentera's
unmissable sights and experiences. · Itineraries - carefully planned days to help you organize your visit. Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour,
honesty and insight, with options to suit every budget. Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour photography. Detailed islands coverage - whether visiting the big sights or
venturing off the tourist trail, this travel guide has in-depth practical advice for every step of the way. Chapters cover each neighbourhood in depth, with all the sights and the best of the nearby
shops, cafés, restaurants, bars and clubs.Areas covered include:Ibiza Town; Dalt Vila;Santa Eulària; the East; Sant Antoni; Sant Joan, Sant Miquel; the Northwest;Sant Josep; the South;
Formentera Attractions include: Dalt Vila; Sa Penya; Es Vedrà; Santa Agnes; Portitxol; Cala Salada; Cala d'Hort; Platja Illetes; Platja Migjorn; Capde Barbaria Day-trips - venture further afield
to Toledo, Segovia, El Escorial, Aranjuez or Chinchón. Accommodation - our unbiased selection of the top places to stay, to suit every budget. Essentials - crucial pre-departure practical
information including getting there, local transport, tourist information, festivals, events and more. Background information - an easy-to-use chronology, plus a handy language section and
glossary. About Rough Guides: Escape the everyday with Rough Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known for our "tell it like it is" attitude, up-to-date content and great writing. Since
1982, we've published books covering more than 120 destinations around the globe, with an ever-growing series of ebooks, a range of beautiful, inspirational reference titles, and an awardwinning website. We pride ourselves on our accurate, honest and informed travel guides.
With 40 years of running behind him, including more than 300 marathons in over 100 overseas locations (55 different countries and still counting) there are few people better qualified than Jim
Manford to guide runners step-by-step through some of the world's most exotic marathon locations. Writing as always from the perspective of a dedicated Marathon Tourist, in this his 10th
book in his 'Marathon Tourism' series, Jim describes 25 island-based marathons from Cuba to Crete, Reykjavik to Rhodes, Tenerife to Torshavn and Sri Lanka to the Seychelles along with
other beautiful islands around the globe. This book is a must-read for those who enjoy combining their love of running with a love of travel.
Since 1957, Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything worth knowing and celebrating for each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, national days, historical milestones, famous birthdays,
festivals, sporting events and more. "One of the most impressive reference volumes in the world." Publishers Weekly
It's Party Time! - The Rough Guide World Party is a detailed guide to the world's best events and festivals. If you've ever thought of partying in Rio, throwing tomatoes in Spain or riding a
camel in Pushkar, this guide is for you. Full-colour throughout with detailed accounts of each major festival and insider tips on how best to enjoy each one. The useful 'festival keys' will help
you to find the perfect world festival, from the best music, food and arts festivals to long-established religious celebrations to less ancient raves and fruit-throwing events. The guide comes
complete with a festival map and calendar with background details and timings for each event. If you love a party The Rough Guide World Party is for you. Join the party at
worldparty.roughguides.com
From the bestselling author of William and Harry and renowned Royal Family news correspondent Katie Nicholl, comes the first in-depth biography of Kate Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge.
Katie Nicholl, bestselling author and royal correspondent for The Mail on Sunday, gives an inside look into the life of the future Queen of England, Kate Middleton. Since becoming Duchess
Catherine of Cambridge in 2011, Middleton has captivated royals fans around the world and now, Nicholl delivers the story of her early life, first romances, and love with Prince William. Nicholl
will reveal new details on Middleton's initiation into royal life and, of course, her first pregnancy.
The first academic textbook covering European retail fashion buying and merchandising. It provides a unique insight into best practice across the fashion industry.
The playboy who built himself a playground reveals all in his hard-hitting memoir. The iconic hotelier reflects on a fast life of hedonism and the globe-trotting backstory that influenced his setup of pioneering Balearic boho bolthole, Pikes. Tony looks back on the extreme highs and lows of an unparalleled life, goes exclusively behind the scenes of the Club Tropicana video shoot
which put his unique hotel on the map and discusses his relationships with guests/friends including George Michael, Freddie Mercury, Julio Iglesias and lover Grace Jones.
Impossibly turquoise bays, pink sands, and hibiscus-scented breezes: go with the flow and experience a fantasy come to life with Moon Bermuda. Inside you'll find: Strategic itineraries
designed for honeymooners, families, outdoor adventurers, history buffs, and more Unique experiences and can't-miss highlights: Stroll the soft sands of Elbow Beach, dive to underwater
shipwrecks, and splash around in the warm waves. Spend a morning browsing Hamilton's boutiques and historic churches, and stroll the colorful Bermuda Botanical Gardens. Spot ring-tailed
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lemurs, seahorses and sharks at the Bermuda Aquarium, Museum & Zoo, and visit the incredible formations of Crystal Cave. Watch the sun go down over the Harrington Sound as you dine al
fresco on fresh seafood and cassava fries, and relax at a beachfront bar with a rum swizzle Advice on outdoor activities, from golf to watersports, including scuba diving, snorkeling,
waterskiing, wakeboarding, and flyboarding Honest recommendations from local Rosemary Jones on when to go, where to eat, how to get around, and where to stay, from waterfront cottages
and luxurious resorts to budget hotels Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Practical background on Bermuda's landscape, culture, history, and environment Handy information for
families, seniors, travelers with disabilities, LGBTQ+ travelers, and visitors planning a wedding, as well as volunteer opportunities With Moon Bermuda's expert tips and local know-how, you
can plan your trip your way. Island-hopping around the Caribbean? Try Moon Dominican Republic, Moon Aruba, or Moon Jamaica.
This pocket guide to Ibiza and Formentera provides coverage of all the sights from historic Dalt Vila in Ibiza Town to isolated cove beaches. It includes an insider's guide to the clubs and
music scene, as well as critical listings of the best places to eat, drink and sleep. Away from the nightlife, there are details of coastal walks and forest hills and complete historical and cultural
background to both islands.
Lists one thousand ultimate travel experiences from around the world, from punting on the Cam in England and visiting monastaries in Greece to hiking in Yosemite National Park and
kayaking in Norway.
A quirky, entertaining, and insightful collection of hip travel guides for young travelers brings a fresh perspective to Old World destinations to offer helpful tips on the hottest cities and regions,
accommodations, and eateries for a variety of budgets, the hottest things to see and do, detailed city maps, activities and nightlife, outdoor adventures, and no-cost museums, complementary
entertainment, and free bar food.
Drawing on in-depth interviews with DJs, critics, musicians, recording executives, and others, two music journalists traces the definitive role of the disc jockey as a primary factor in the
evolution of popular music, tracing the the dramatic influence of DJs on music over the past forty years and profiling some of the most important DJs in the business. Original. 30,000 first
printing.
Out is a fashion, style, celebrity and opinion magazine for the modern gay man.
This updated edition of Make the Most of Your Time on Earth: 1000 Ultimate Travel Experiences, is a book that will inspire everyone, now boasting 20% all-new suggestions for world-class
destinations and experiences. Perfect for both the seasoned traveler and the armchair dreamer, it brings you the very best in travel - extraordinary landscapes, jaw-dropping architecture, whiteknuckle adventures, and the world's best beaches. The guide's suggestions range from Intrepid travel adventures such as trekking to the source of the Ganges, cycling the Karokoram
Highway, and hiking Corsica's GR20 to suggestions for the perfect places to stay-have you ever tried sleeping in a yurt in Inner Mongolia or chilled out at the Ice hotel in Sweden? For amazing
wildlife, why not look for lemurs in Madagascar or go platypus-watching in Australia? Don't forget the world's most spectacular festivals including Queen's Day in Amsterdam, Trinidad's
carnival, and the camel fair in Pushkar, India. Whether you are tempted by living in an African village or tagging dolphins on the Spanish coast, there's all manner of ethical travel experiences
to fuel your wanderlust! The very best things to see or do-not before you die. Now available in epub format. KEY NEW ENTRIES INCLUDE: ? Going on a frog safari in Zululand ? Climbing
Britain's highest lighthouse on Lundy Island ? Spotting bushbabies by moonlight in Queensland ? Touring on the only private icebreaker in the world in Finland ? Bathing in the Belle Epoque
resorts of the Kaisers in Baltic Germany ? Chowing down on retro pie at the re-opened 'Fray Bentos' factory in Uruguay ? Climbing Lenin Peak in the Pamirs, Tajikistan ? Experiencing sci-fi
plants of Mount Kenya
With details on everything from the Prado to 1862 Dry Bar, this is the only guide a native or traveler needs. The Not For Tourists Guide to Madrid is a map-based, neighborhood-byneighborhood dream guide designed to lighten the load of already street-savvy Madrileños, commuters, business travelers, and, yes, tourists too. The book includes everything from
restaurants, bars, shopping, and theater to information on hotels, airports, parks, transportation, and landmarks. Need to find the best tapas places around? NFT has you covered. How about
a list of the top vintage clothing stores in the city? We’ve got that, too. The nearest movie theater, bakery, or coffee shop—whatever you need, NFT puts it at your fingertips. This pocket-sized
book also features: More than two dozen neighborhood maps Details on parks and places Listings for arts and entertainment hot spots And more! All written by locals, for locals. It is the
indispensable guide to the city. Period.
“A riveting look at record spinning from its beginnings to the present day . . . A grander and more fascinating story than one would think” (Time Out). This is the first comprehensive history of
the disc jockey, a cult classic now updated with five new chapters and over a hundred pages of additional material. It’s the definitive account of DJ culture, from the first record played over
airwaves to house, hip-hop, techno, and beyond. From the early development of recorded and transmitted sound, DJs have been shaping the way we listen to music and the record industry.
This book tracks down the inside story on some of music’s most memorable moments. Focusing on the club DJ, the book gets first-hand accounts of the births of disco, hip-hop, house, and
techno. Visiting legendary clubs like the Peppermint Lounge, Cheetah, the Loft, Sound Factory, and Ministry of Sound, and with interviews with legendary DJs, Last Night a DJ Saved My Life
is a lively and entertaining account of musical history and some of the most legendary parties of the century. “Brewster and Broughton’s ardent history is one of barriers and sonic booms,
spanning almost 100 years, including nods to pioneers Christopher Stone, Martin Block, Douglas ‘Jocko’ Henderson, Bob ‘Wolfman Jack’ Smith and Alan ‘Moondog’ Freed.” —Publishers
Weekly
This book explores popular music fandom from a cultural studies perspective that incorporates popular music studies, audience research, and media fandom. The essays draw together recent
work on fandom in popular music studies and begin a dialogue with the wider field of media fan research, raising questions about how popular music fandom can be understood as a cultural
phenomenon and how much it has changed in light of recent developments. Exploring the topic in this way broaches questions on how to define, theorize, and empirically research popular
music fan culture, and how music fandom relates to other roles, practices, and forms of social identity. Fandom itself has been brought center stage by the rise of the internet and an industrial
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structure aiming to incorporate, systematize, and legitimate dimensions of it as an emotionally-engaged form of consumerism. Once perceived as the pariah practice of an overly attached
audience, media fandom has become a standardized industrial subject-position called upon to sell box sets, concert tickets, new television series, and special editions. Meanwhile, recent
scholarship has escaped the legacy of interpretations that framed fans as passive, pathological, or defiantly empowered, taking its object seriously as a complex formation of identities, roles,
and practices. While popular music studies has examined some forms of identity and audience practice, such as the way that people use music in daily life and listener participation in
subcultures, scenes and, tribes, this volume is the first to examine music fans as a specific object of study.
Fifteen thought-provoking essays engage in an innovative dialogue between cultural studies of affect, feelings and emotions, and digital cultures, new media and technology. The volume
provides a fascinating dialogue that cuts across disciplines, media platforms and geographic and linguistic boundaries.
1,000 travel adventures across all seven continents, gorgeous full-bleed images throughout, and short summaries of each adventure: With more than 500,000 copies sold, Make the Most of
Your Time on Earth is truly the ultimate inspirational guide for world travelers and those who dream of hitting the road. The third edition has been fully revised, with stunning, brand-new color
photos throughout and a wealth of new writing and new adventures, from sleeping in a baobab tree in Senegal to breakfasting in a Burmese teahouse. Entries are divided into regions, so it's
easy to go straight to the part of the world you're interested in, and all the nitty-gritty practical information you'll need to find out more is contained in the "Need to Know" sections at the end of
each chapter. Make the Most of Your Time on Earth is the product of the combined travel experience of Rough Guides' authors over the last 30 years, each an expert in his or her own
territory. Our authors have chosen their favorite experiences from their travels to inspire yours - making this the perfect book for planning your next big adventure, or just dreaming of future
travels.
DK Eyewitness Mallorca Menorca & Ibiza travel guide will lead you straight to the best attractions the balearic islands have on offer. Discover the four main Balearic islands; from lively
beaches and rocky coastlines to lush subtropical interiors. The guide provides all the insider tips every visitor needs from taking the vintage tram from Palma to Sóller in Mallorca to the worldfamous nighlife of Ibiza and dipping into the clear waters of Formentera with comprehensive listings of the best hotels, resorts, restaurants, cafés and bars on each island for all budgets. DK
Eyewitness Mallorca Menorca & Ibiza explores the culture, history, architecture and art of these charming islands and reveals the best in entertainment, outdoor activities, wildlife and Spanish
fiestas. With up-to-date information on getting around by train, car, walking in cities, scenic routes, thematic tours, and all the sights, beaches, and resorts listed town by town, DK Eyewitness
Mallorca Menorca & Ibiza is indispensable. Don't miss a thing on your holiday with the DK Eyewitness Mallorca Menorca & Ibiza.
You'll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer's. It's like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert authors have already gone
everywhere you might go -- they've done the legwork for you, and they're not afraid to tell it like it is, saving you time and money. No other series offers candid reviews of so many hotels and
restaurants in all price ranges. Every Frommer's Travel Guide is up-to-date, with exact prices for everything, dozens of color maps, and exciting coverage of sports, shopping, and nightlife.
You'd be lost without us! Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's Spain features gorgeous color photos of the cities, villages, and countryside vistas that
make a trip to Spain magical. We'll show you the best of the big cities: Madrid, with its tapas bars, nonstop nightlife, and the world-class Prado Museum; Barcelona, with Gaudí's wild modernist
architecture, the astounding Picasso Museum, and the colorful street life of La Rambla; and Seville, from its monumental Gothic cathedral to the locals' favorite flamenco clubs. We'll take you
into the countryside, where you can stay in historic paradors, tour the best sherry wineries in Andalusia, retrace the steps of Christian pilgrims in Galicia, and follow the careers of visionary
artists like Salvador Dalí (in Cadaques) and El Greco (in charming, romantic Toledo). And we'll guide you to the country's best beaches, from the islands of Majorca and Ibiza to the megaresorts along the Costa del Sol. Frommer's makes it easy to explore Spain as an independent traveler, always knowing that you have good advice, complete information, and helpful maps at
your fingertips. It's all done with the trademark Frommer's attention to style, accuracy, and detail. Also included are an in-depth guide to Spain's art and architecture, as well as all the latest tripplanning advice on everything from bargain airfares to rail passes.
You'll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer's. It's like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert authors have already gone
everywhere you might go -- they've done the legwork for you, and they're not afraid to tell it like it is, saving you time and money. No other series offers candid reviews of so many hotels and
restaurants in all price ranges. Every Frommer's Travel Guide is up-to-date, with exact prices for everything, dozens of color maps, and exciting coverage of sports, shopping, and nightlife.
You'd be lost without us! Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's Spain features gorgeous color photos of the castles, cathedrals, beaches, and gorgeous
landscapes that await you. We'll take you to Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, and the countryside, as well as the most sizzling beach resorts along the Costa del Sol and the islands of Majorca,
Minorca, and Ibiza. With Frommer's in hand, you won't miss any of the highlights and hidden pleasures of this vast and diverse country. It's all here: artistic treasures, thrilling modernist
architecture, tapas bars, historic paradors, flamenco, late-night dance clubs, scenic drives, and much, much more. Inside you'll find accommodations to suit every taste and budget, plus the
best regional dining, a complete shopper's guide, a handy glossary of Spanish phrases, and a host of detailed, accurate maps. You'll even get a color fold-out map, and an online directory that
makes trip-planning a snap! Other helpful guides for your trip include Frommer's Barcelona, Madrid & Seville.
The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Mallorca, Menorca & Ibiza is your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world. The fully updated guide includes unique cutaways, floor plans, and
reconstructions of the must-see sites, plus street-by-street maps of all the fascinating cities and towns. This new-look guide is also packed with photographs and illustrations leading you
straight to the best attractions. The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel Guide will help you discover everything region-by-region, from local festivals and markets to day trips around the
countryside. Detailed listings will guide you to the best hotels, restaurants, bars, and shops for all budgets, while detailed practical information will help you to get around, whether by train, bus,
or car. Plus, DK's excellent insider tips and essential local information will help you explore every corner of Mallorca, Menorca & Ibiza effortlessly.
The Rough Guide to Barcelona offers the traveller a first-class insight into this colourful and exciting city. This fifth edition has been thoroughly updated and revised and includes up-to-thePage 3/5
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minute reviews of the city''s best restaurants, bars and clubs. There are in-depth accounts of all the sights, from the tree-lined Ramblas to the weird and wonderful modernista architecture all
over the city. The detailed contexts chapter includes a section on Catalan cookery with recipes.
This guide to the Balearic Islands will help you find your way around each of these beautiful islands, and help you decide exactly where to visit. From the historic streets of Palma to the
intriguing grounds of La Granja, and the beauty of the Cabrera Island National Park to Formentera's picturesque beaches, this guide will help you uncover a different side to the Balearic
Islands. Inside you'll find itinerary suggestions, restaurant recommendations, and handpicked hotels. Although famed for the vibrant atmosphere of the island's party towns, there's plenty more
to experience here. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Mallorca, Menorca & Ibiza
truly shows you this city as no one else can.
Pocket Rough Guide Ibiza & FormenteraApa Publications (UK) Limited
Three-dimensional cutaway illustrations and floor plans of key landmarks complement these richly illustrated, fully updated travel handbooks that also include enhanced maps, street-by-street
guides, background information on a host of popular sights and an expanded traveler's survival guide providing tips on hotels, restaurants, local customs, transportation, medical services,
museums, entertainment and more.
Looking at the past, present and future of adventure tourism, Adventure Tourism: the new frontier examines the product, the adventure tourist profile, and issues such as supply, geography
and sustainability. International case studies are used to illustrate these issues, including: Gorilla watching holidays,Trekking on Mount Everest, Diving holidays, and Outward Bound packages.
Analysis of the development and nature of adventure tourism accompanies these studies, ensuring that the title is useful both for undergraduate and postgraduate students of tourism and for
professionals involved in managing adventure tourism enterprises. There is also a companion website with additional cases, which can be found at www.bh/com/companions/0750651865. *
International case studies, including wilderness tourism in Siberia, rock-climbing based tourism in Spain and mountain tourism in Greece * Unique treatment of the subject * A respected team
of authors
- Tourism in Brazil is booming and Rio is its top destination (2M foreign tourists per year)- Feature article on new Guggenheim gallery due to open in 2007- Rio residents give the real picture
on how to move safely through the city- In depth guidesOne of the world's most exciting cities, Rio de Janeiro is a heady mix of stunning beaches and steep mountains, opulence and
sprawling hillside slums. This trustworthy guide helps adventurous travelers experience all the city has to offer, from swanky boutique hotels to baile funk parties to the city's new Guggenheim
gallery, scheduled to open in 2007. In-depth guides cover local foods, artists, musicians, sports, events, and festivals, with critics' picks for the best bars and restaurants in a variety of
categories.
Fizzing with energy, hilarity and charm, The Right Sort of Girl is the incredible first memoir from Countryfile's Anita Rani. 'Warm, honest and funny, filled with hope and inspiration' Nikesh
Shukla 'Funny, touching, occasionally veering into beautifully controlled, quiet rage... a must-read' Viv Groskop 'Like a bloody good natter with your down-to-earth friend' Shappi Khorsandi 'A
joy from start to finish' Emma Kennedy 'Empowering... I will be recommending to everyone I know' Nikita Gill 'I'm a girl and northern and brown, didn't you know? A triple threat!' Trying to
navigate her Indian world at home and the British world outside her front door, Anita Rani was a girl who didn't fit in anywhere. She was always destined to stand out: from playing Mary in her
otherwise all white nursery nativity to growing up in eighties Yorkshire with her Punjabi family, spending evenings in the factory her parents owned whilst trying to figure out how best to get rid
of hair that seemed to be growing EVERYWHERE. Anita shares the lessons she wishes her younger self could have known: 'Freedom is Complicated', 'You Will Fall in Love and Be Loved'
and, most importantly, 'Your Anger is Legitimate'. How did she manage to become the powerhouse she is, whilst battling against being too white inside her home and too brown outside of it?
This story of a second-generation British Indian woman up north is also a tale of tenacity and a life lived with positivity and humour. If you have ever felt alone, different, or just not the right sort
of girl, this is the book for you.

Rachel Covington is twenty-five, sexy, single, and smug. Her life is a glorious whirl of looking fabulous and toying with gorgeous men. So it's obvious to everyone that she and the
hottest guy in her office, Nick Maxwell, are destined to hook up-but what happens after that is a little less obvious. First, Nick stops calling her-her, Rachel!-and then she
discovers that there's something even worse than being dumped: It's being dumped and pregnant. Suddenly, she's faced with a choice she never expected-does she keep the
baby and start thinking about someone besides herself, or try to go back to the way things were? Brilliantly funny, with a wonderfully fresh and original voice, Thanks for Nothing,
Nick Maxwell is a smart, romantic novel about love, relationships, and knowing when it's time to start growing up.
The Resource for the Independent Traveler For over forty years Let's Go Travel Guides have brought budget-savvy travelers closer to the world and its diverse cultures by
providing the most up-to-date information. Includes: · Entries at all price levels for lodging, food, attractions, and more · Advice for adrenaline sports, including rock climbing and
mountain biking · Essential advice for getting around and maintaining a car in the desert · In-depth coverage of Native American culture and life in the region · Opportunities to
make a difference through study, work, and volunteering · Detailed maps of cities, towns, and the outdoors Unique Adventures for Adrenaline-Seekers: · Shred the world-famous
mountain bike trails of Moab's Slickrock · Climb the dunes of White Sands National Monument by moonlight · Push 70 mph down the Olympic bobsled course near Park City,
Utah · Camp under green waterfalls on the floor of the Grand Canyon · Preserve native artifacts on a New Mexico archaeological dig Get advice, read up, and book tickets at
www.letsgo.com
A traveler's guide to most entertaining spots in North America and Mexico features insider tips, three-day itineraries, and quick-reference guides to the best hotels, restaurants,
and nightlife. Original.
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Looking at the past, present and future of adventure tourism, Adventure Tourism: the new frontier examines the product, the adventure tourist profile, and issues such as supply,
geography and sustainability. International case studies are used to illustrate these issues, including: Gorilla watching holidays,Trekking on Mount Everest, Diving holidays, and
Outward Bound packages. Analysis of the development and nature of adventure tourism accompanies these studies, ensuring that the title is useful both for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of tourism and for professionals involved in managing adventure tourism enterprises. There is also a companion website with additional cases, which can
be found at www.bh/com/companions/0750651865.
The Rough Guides Snapshot to the Balearic Islands is the ultimate travel guide to Ibiza, Formentera, Menorca and Mallorca. It guides you around the Spanish Belearics with
reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights, from Ibiza Town's brash clubs to the spectacular beaches on tiny Formontera; from Mallorca's mega-resorts to
the charming town of Ciutadella on Menorca. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife, ensuring you have the
best trip possible. Also included is the Basics section from the Rough Guide to Spain, with all the practical information you need including transport, cuisine, costs and health.
Also published as part of the Rough Guide to Spain. Full coverage: Ibiza, Ibiza Town, Sant Antoni de Portmany, Formentera, Mallorca, Palma , Port de Sóller, Deià, Valldemosa,
Port de Pollença, Port de Alcúdia, Menorca, Máo, Ciutadella. (Equivalent printed page extent 70 pages).
Despite much of the world's attention turning to Scotland in 2014 in the year of its Independence Referendum, this is the only ethnographic study of Scottish nationalism to have
appeared so far. Based upon over fifteen years of research in a particular locality, the author not only gives the reader an intimate portrait of the relations between class and
national identity in contemporary Scotland but provides an intimate description of a particular Scottish locality from 1999 to 2014. This patient ethnographic study also gives an
account of how the sociological imagination is indispensable in the task of 'integral liberation' as it models how empirical sociological study can give an account of human
beatitude and, ultimately, answer the question of transcendence and integrates with the Christian tradition. This book then attempts to state the full significance of Scottish
nationalism upon the basis of a full or integral account of fully-contextualised Scottish human being, and in succeeding in this ambitious endeavour the author has produced a
remarkable book that deserves the attention of students of the social sciences and theology alike.
From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the digital realm, SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the culture around it with
authoritative reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical ear. With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate
with the energy of today's most innovative sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly VIP pass to all that rocks.
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